Neuroimaging evidence suggests that the aging brain relies on a more distributed set of cortical 43 regions than younger adults in order to maintain successful levels of performance during demanding 44 cognitive tasks. However, it remains unclear how task demands give rise to this age-related expansion 45 in cortical networks. To investigate this issue, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging to 46 measure univariate activity, network connectivity, and cognitive performance in younger and older 47 adults during a working memory (WM) task. In the WM task investigated, participants hold letters online 48 (maintenance) while reordering them alphabetically (manipulation). WM load was titrated to obtain four 49 individualized difficulty levels. Network integration-defined as the ratio of within-versus between-50 network connectivity-was linked to individual differences in WM capacity. The study yielded three 51 main findings. First, as task difficulty increased, network integration decreased in younger adults, 52
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were determined using sigmoid curves fitted to individual performance data from screening visit, based on accuracy.
As part of the overall protocol, subjects participated in up to 6 experimental sessions, but only the 148 first two are relevant to this study. In the first session, participants performed the WM manipulation task 149 outside the scanner in order to identify the range of WM loads producing parametric changes in 150 performance for each participant. The optimal load was identified using 2-down-1-up staircase 151 procedure: when a trial was answered correctly, the load was increased by 1, and when it was 152 answered incorrectly, the load was decreased by 2. New trials were excluded from the analysis and 153 accuracy data, collapsed across Valid and Invalid trials at each load, were then fitted to a sigmoid 154 function with performance threshold criterion set at 82% accuracy. To ensure that the psychometric 155 function was not strongly influenced by noise in loads with a low number of trials, 50% accuracy was 156 used for the largest loads if less than 10 trials were tested. To achieve more stable curve fits, peripheral 157 anchors were added by including points for loads of 1 and 2 at 100% accuracy and loads 10 and 11 at 158 50% accuracy. Four individualized difficulty levels were defined according to the intersection between a 159 sigmoid curve, fit to the data, and an 82% accuracy threshold (the criterion). The two loads below this 160 intersection were defined as the Very Easy and Easy levels, and the two loads above were defined as 161 the Medium and Hard levels. Thus, the four Absolute Loads selected for an individual depended on 162 his/her WM ability (e.g., 3-4-5-6 letters in one participant, 4-5-6-7 in another participant). As such, for 163 clarity the Very Easy, Easy Medium and Hard conditions are referred to as WM Difficulty Levels. 164 Individual sigmoid curves for all young and older adults, and subsequent determination of their Starting 165 Load (i.e. the Absolute Load value of the Very Easy condition), are shown in Figure 1B . 166 In the second session, participants performed the WM manipulation task inside the MRI scanner. 167
Four blocks, each with 30 trials, were performed using the 4 individually-titrated Difficulty Levels. Stimuli 168 were back-projected onto a screen located at the foot of the MRI bed using an LCD projector. Subjects 169 viewed the screen via a mirror system located in the head coil and the start of each run was 170 synchronized with the MRI acquisition computer. Trial-by-trial feedback was not given, but the overall9 key fiber-optic response box (Resonance Technology, Inc.). Scanner noise was reduced with ear plugs, 173 and head motion was minimized with foam pads. When necessary, vision was corrected using MRI-174 compatible lenses that matched the distance prescription used by the participant. The total scan time, 175 including breaks and structural scans, was approximately 1 hour 40 minutes. 176
MRI scanning and data preprocessing

177
MRI was performed in a 3-T GE scanner at the at Duke Brain Imaging Analysis Center (BIAC). 178
Structural MRI and diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) scans were followed by performing 4 fMRI runs of 179 the WM manipulation task. The anatomical MRI was acquired using a 3D T1-weighted echo-planar 180 sequence (matrix = 256 x 256, time repetition (TR) = 7.15 ms, time echo (TE) = 2.7 ms, field of view 181
2 , slices = 196, slice thickness = 1 mm). In the fMRI runs, coplanar functional images 182 were acquired using an inverse spiral sequence (64 × 64 matrix, TR = 2000 ms, TE = 25 ms, FOV =  183   220mm 2 , 34 slices, 4 mm slice thickness, 280 images). Finally, DWI data were collected using a single-184 Functional images were preprocessed using image processing tools, including FLIRT and FEAT 188 from the fMRIB Software Library (FSL), in a publicly available pipeline developed by the Duke Brain 189
Imaging and Analysis Center (https://wiki.biac.duke.edu/biac:analysis:resting_pipeline). Images were 190 corrected for slice acquisition timing, motion, and linear trend; motion correction was performed using 191 MCFLIRT, and 6 motion parameters estimated from the step were then regressed out of each 192 functional voxel using standard linear regression. Images were then temporally smoothed with a high-193 pass filter using a 190-second cutoff and normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 194 stereotaxic space. White matter (WhM) and CSF signals were also removed from the data, usingmethod as the motion parameters. Spatial filtering with a Gaussian kernel of full-width half-maximum 197 (FWHM) of 8 mm was applied. 198
Behavioral analyses
199
Accuracy and reaction times (RTs) of WM manipulation trials were analyzed for each individually-200 titrated WM Difficulty Level. RTs were analyzed, only for correct trials (74.6% of total trials), using a 201 linear restricted maximum likelihood model. Accuracy was analyzed using a binomial logistic regression 202 model including all trials. In both models, R (R Core Team, 2012) and lme4 (Bates et al., 2012) were 203 used to perform mixed effects analysis. WM Difficulty Level was entered as a fixed effect, and both 204 model intercepts and by-subject random slopes across WM Difficulty Levels were included as random 205 effects. Gender and each subject's WM capacity were also included to account for standardizing 206 difficulty levels across subjects and general differences in task ability. No deviations from 207 homoscedasticity or normality were observed. P-values were obtained by likelihood ratio tests of the full 208 model with the variable in question against a null model without the variable in question using an 209
ANOVA to compare the model fits. There was no missing data, but in 1.8% of trials participants failed to 210 respond within the 4-second response window (143 out of 8040 trials); these trials were excluded from 211 all analyses. 212 fMRI analyses 213 A parametric approach was used to investigate how activity varied as a function of WM load. First-214 level voxel time-series analysis was carried out using general linear modeling (GLM); fixed effects 215 models were carried out to examine the effects of load; separate events were modeled for the array 216 presentation (duration: 3 seconds), delay period (duration: 5 seconds), and response (duration: subject 217 reaction time), each with an onset at the beginning of the event. The delay period was additionally split 218 into four separate regressors to model each of the WM Difficulty Levels for each subject. Incorrect and 219 non-response trials were modeled identically, but separately, and were not considered in the univariateresults below. Subsequent to individual-level models, random-effects analysis was performed on 221 parameter estimates of the delay-period regressors (p < 0.005, cluster correction: z > 2.0). Subsequent 222 group-level analyses were performed across the four delay-period regressors in SPM12. 223
Cortical parcellation
224
Before functional matrices were constructed, a consistent parcellation scheme was established 225 across all subjects that reflects an accurate summary of full connectome effects (Bellec et al., 2015) . 226
Subjects' T1-weighted images were segmented using SPM12 227 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/), yielding a grey matter (GM) and white matter (WM) mask 228 in the T1 native space for each subject. The entire GM was then parcellated into 471 regions of interest 229 applied to the HOA atlas in the MNI space, resulting in native-T1-space GM parcellations for each 234 subject. Then, T1-weighted images were co-registered to native diffusion space using the subjects' 235 unweighted diffusion image as a target; this transformation matrix was then applied to the GM 236 parcellations above, using FSL's FLIRT linear registration tool, resulting in a native-diffusion-space 237 parcellation for each subject. 238
Functional connectivity
239
Functional connection matrices representing task-related connection strengths were estimated 240 using a correlational psychophysical interaction (cPPI) analysis used previously by our group (Davis et  241 al., 2017) and others (Fornito et al., 2012) to estimate a whole-brain connectivity matrix that describes 242 task-related interactions between brain regions. Briefly, the model relies on the calculation of a PPI 243 regressor for each region (or node), based on the product of that region's time course and a taskregressor of interest, in order to generate a term reflecting the psychophysical interaction between the 245 seed region's activity and the specified experimental manipulation. 246
The convolved task regressors from the univariate model described above were used as the 247 psychological regressor, which were originally coded as the four Set-Size-modulated delay regressors 248 (range = 1-4); all regressors are mean-adjusted in FSL. The correct-trial delay-period regressors were 249 each multiplied with two network time courses for region i and . The partial correlation resulted in 4 separate output matrices, comprising connectivity delineated by WM load. Task-related 254 connectivity was estimated from the resulting output matrices; negative connections were included in 255 these analyses, as they may inform important, explicit interpretations about how networks may be 256 segregated (Braun et al., 2012) . In order to evaluate the behavioral significance of these patterns, two 257 additional matrices were computed based on the incorrect-trial delay-period regressors at the two 258 highest difficulty levels; only the highest two levels were included due to insufficient number of incorrect 259 trials at the easiest difficulty levels. 260
Lastly, in order to summarize system-wide behavior in the task-related network, a previously 261 reported measure of system segregation was applied with modifications (Chan et al., 2014) . This 262 measure is calculated as the difference between the mean magnitudes of between-system correlations 263 from the within-system correlations as a proportion of mean within-system correlation. 264
Where Ζ ̅ is the mean r-values between nodes of one partition, module, or system (similar to within-266 module degree or WMD), and Ζ ̅ is the mean of r-values between nodes of separate partitions (similar 267 to between-module degree or BMD, Davis et al., 2017) . Accordingly, values greater than 0 reflectrelatively lower between-system correlations in relation to within-system correlations (i.e., stronger 269 integration of systems), and values less than 0 reflect higher between-system correlations relative to 270 within-system correlations (i.e., diminished integration of systems). This segregation measure was then 271 modified by taking 1 -Segregation to reflect system integration, or the inverse effect of segregation. In 272 subsequent connectivity analyses, one older adult participant's average network integration value was 273 greater than two standard deviations below the mean, and they were thus excluded from this analysis. 274
All plots were created using R (R Core Team, 2012) and ggplot (Wickham and Wickham, 2007) . All 275 connectivity data was visualized using BrainNet Viewer (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv/). 276
Results
277
Behavioral results
278
There were no significant group differences between young and older adults in either Starting Load 279 ( Fig. 2A & 2B) wherein WM load strongly predicts performance, but no group-by-difficulty interactions 290 were found. These results suggest that age-group differences in behavioral performance can be largely 291 mitigated by titrating task difficulty to individual ability. This titration allows brain measures to be more 292 directly compared in young and older adults, as these differences would be unrelated to any disparity in 293 task performance. 294 295 296 
304
As described in the introduction section, the study had three main goals: (1) investigate how age 305 effects on WM network integration vary as a function of WM demands; (2) examine hemispheric 306 differences in network integration in young and older adults; and (3) investigate if age-related changes 307 in network integration relate to individual differences in WM performance. Before turning to each of 308 these analyses, the next section describes how the task-related network was identified. 309
Task-related network identification
310
As illustrated by Figure 3A , collapsing across WM loads, the task activated the network of frontal 311 and parietal regions typically found in fMRI studies of WM (Cabeza and Nyberg, 2000) . To select ROIs 312 for network analyses, all commonly activated ROIs across young and older adults with an average ROI-313 level t-value above 2.57 were included in the task network, which resulted in a 35-node network 314 consisting of bilateral frontoparietal and sensorimotor regions (see Fig. 3B ). As expected given the 315 verbal nature of the task, average activity within this network was greater in the left hemisphere in 316 young adults (F1,36 = 8.21, p = 0.007), but this hemispheric asymmetry activity was not observed in 317 older adults (F1,29 = 1.09, p = 0.31, Fig. 3C ). While there was no significant hemisphere by age 318 interaction (F1,65 < 1), these group-level differences may indicate greater asymmetry in younger than 319 of WM load, with no differences between groups across difficulty level (Fig. 3D) 
351
Hemispheric differences in network integration
352
The second goal of the study was to identify which regions are driving the integration effect by using 353 informed decompositions of the networks examined above. First, we sought to test whether 354 hemispheric differences in network integration in young and older adults help to explain the observed 355 pattern above. This approach is motivated by the common finding that activations are less lateralized in 356 older adults than younger adults. In particular, we tested the hypothesis that during a left-lateralized 357
verbal WM task, older adults show greater demand-related network integration in the right-than the left-358
hemisphere (Hypothesis 2). To do so, integration measures were calculated separately within the left 359 and right hemispheric components of the task network (Fig. 5A) . Consistent with the Hypothesis 2, 360 there was a significant difficulty by age interaction in the right hemisphere (F1,196 = 3.90, p = 0.048), but 361 not in the left hemisphere (F1,196 = 1.68, p = 0.19; Fig. 5B ), although there was no difficulty by age by 362 hemisphere interaction when entered in a 3-way ANOVA. This finding suggests that age-related 363 increases in network integration were driven by greater integration of the right hemisphere task nodes. 
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A potential concern of the hemispheric differences in network integration is that it could be driven by 383 differences in canonical intrinsic networks, such as the default mode network (DMN). A growing body of 384 evidence suggests that older adults show less modular architecture (Betzel et al., 2014) , and that 385 relationships between frontal control and DMN regions become less decoupled with age (Spreng and 386
Turner, 2019). To investigate this issue, our second approach was to investigate the alternative 387 hypothesis that the task-based integration was driven by changes in the modularity of resting-state 388 networks. The average connectivity matrices of resting state were combined across young and older 389 adults and common modules were identified. This analysis yielded four modules of relatively consistent 390 size, labeled according to the corresponding region locations, excluding cerebellar regions: 391 ventromedial PFC and anterior temporal lobe (vmPFC-ATL), default mode network and frontoparietal 392 network (DMN-FPN) , sensorimotor, and visual (Fig. 5D) . The integration of the task network was 393 computed relative to the five individual modules to determine whether the previously shown interaction 394 in network integration was related to any standard networks (Fig. 5E) . Integration was assessed 395 between each of the defined modules and the whole brain, rather than the task network, using a 396 repeated-measures ANOVA for each module. There were no significant interaction effects in any 397 module. These results suggest that the task-network integration effect did not emerge due to increased 398 connectivity with any specific resting state network, and that integration is perhaps best explained by a 399 laterality decomposition within task-related regions rather than more global canonical resting state 400
networks. 401
Lastly, in order to address the possibility that connectivity differences were driven by simple BOLD 402 differences, the relationship between task-network univariate activity and integration in the task-related 403 regions (i.e., nodes) was also investigated across all task difficulty conditions. No significant 404 relationships between BOLD activity and Integration emerged at any level. Even in the most difficult 405 condition, there was no trend between integration and activity in younger or older adults (YA: r = -0.04,p = 0.62; OA: r = 0.00, p = 0.99), suggesting the observed age-related increases in integration in the 407 task network cannot be attributed to either increases or decreases in univariate activity. 408
Network integration and individual differences in WM performance 409
The third goal of the study was to investigate if age-related changes in network integration relate to 410 individual differences in WM performance. Specifically, we tested the hypothesis that age-related WM 411 network integration would be associated with WM ability in older adults (Hypothesis 3). As illustrated by 412 Figure 6A , the results were consistent with this hypothesis: in older adults, there was a significant 413 correlation between network integration in the most difficult condition and WM capacity (criterion score, 414 r = 0.37, p = 0.048). In younger adults, in contrast, this relationship was not significant (r = -0.26, p = 415 0.18;). The correlation of WM capacity with integration was also examined at the easiest difficulty level 416 to determine whether this effect was specific to the highest difficulty level. indicates that the integration effect's association with WM capacity and age may be driven more by the 444 right hemisphere than the left at high task difficulty, which is in line with the above finding of right 445
hemisphere driving the age-by-difficulty differences in task network integration. Thus, an age-related 446 difference in brain-behavior relationships is consistent with the above result that integration is good for 447 older and bad for younger adult brains. 448
Correlations between average integration and accuracy during task performance at the highest 449 difficulty level were also computed in both the bilateral task network and task network split by 450 hemisphere; no significant relationships emerged (|r| < 0.2), suggesting that the relationship of 451 integration with behavior may be driven more strongly by individual differences rather than task-related 452 recruitment of a so-called compensatory mechanism. 453 
Discussion
454
The current study examined how aging affects network integration during the manipulation of 455 information in working memory and how this integration influences individual differences in WM ability. 456
The study yielded three main findings. First, as task difficulty increased, network integration decreased 457 in younger, but increased in older, adults. Second, the demand-related increase in network integration 458 observed in older adults was driven by stronger connectivity in the right hemisphere, which is less 459 active in younger adults. Third, older adults with higher working memory capacity had significantly 460 higher levels of task network integration in the most difficult condition, consistent with a compensation 461 account. These three findings are discussed in separate sections below. 462
Age effects on network integration as a function of task demands
463
The first finding of the study was that older adults showed a significant increase in network 464 integration as a function of WM demands (load), whereas young adults showed the reverse pattern. Toour knowledge, this is the first demonstration of a demand-related increase in task-related network 466 integration in older adults, as well as the first report of a clear age by difficulty interaction in network 467 connectivity. The age-related increase in network integration is generally consistent with studies 468 observing load-related increases in PFC activity in older adults (Nagel et it also declines faster at higher difficulty levels. These findings are postulated to result from processing 498 inefficiencies in older adults who over-recruit neural resources at lower levels of demands and, as a 499 result, do not have additional resources at high demand levels. We did not observe a decrease in 500 network integration at the highest difficulty level, suggesting that network integration behaves differently 501 than univariate activity and can keep increasing as the task becomes very difficult. 502
Hemispheric differences in network integration in young and older adults
503
The second finding of the study was that increases in demand-related network integration in older 504 adults were driven by connectivity changes in the right hemisphere. This finding fits with evidence for 505 the HAROLD model (Cabeza and Dennis, 2013) showing age-related increases in univariate activity in 506 the hemisphere less activated in younger adults, such as the right hemisphere in the current verbal WM 507 task. Previous results speak in favor of the idea that bilateral activation patterns in the PFC are often 508 associated with higher task demands across the lifespan (Belger and Banich, 1992; Davis and Cabeza, 509 2015), and therefore suggest a flexible bilateral cortical mechanism by which older adults may maintain 510 youthful levels of performance. The current laterality finding, however, provides new insight by showing 511 the consequence of these changes at the level of whole-brain networks. Interestingly, right-hemisphere 512 network integration increases in older adults were mediated both by connections within the right 513 hemisphere and by connections between the right and the left hemisphere. The latter observation is 514 consistent with previous results showing greater bivariate connectivity between left and right DLPFC in 515 older than younger adults (Davis et al., 2012) . This therefore suggests that the bilateral compensatory 516 pattern may not be limited to strictly contralateral regions of the brain. 517
In contrast with hemispheric differences in connectivity, when our connectivity patterns were 518 decomposed by their membership to canonical resting-state networks, none of these networks showed 519 a significant age by difficulty interaction in network integration (Fig. 5E) , suggesting that canonical 520 parcellations may not be sensitive to such task-related changes in network connectivity. Despite the 521 popularity of resting state networks, it is unlikely that these partitions are representative of task-based 522 networks (Davis et al., 2016) , which could explain lack of integration in these resting state networks. 523
Thus, while a growing body of evidence from resting-state data suggests that older adults show less 524 modular architecture (Betzel et al., 2014) , our finding highlights the importance of task specificity in the 525 context of investigating network connectivity, as using standard network definitions may obscure effects 526 specific to a unique task-related network. 527
Network connectivity and WM capacity
528
The third main finding of the study was that older adults with higher WM capacity showed 529 significantly higher network integration in the most difficult condition. While the association between 530 higher integration and better behavioral performance has been shown in resting state data (Sala-Llonch 531 et al., 2014), this is, to our knowledge, the first time this relationship is found in task-based functional 532 connectivity. Interestingly, while WM capacity was found to relate to task network integration, no such 533 pattern emerged with overall accuracy or reaction time at any given WM difficulty level. It is possible 534 that the individual titration of difficulty may have obscured such effects, or that this finding reflects a 535 relationship with individual ability rather than successful task performance. The lack of difference in 536 behavioral performance between groups, thus, may be attributed to different patterns of network 537 integration at high difficulty levels being utilized as alternative, and equally successful, processingThe significant difference in brain-behavior correlations between younger and older adults (Fig. 6E ) 540 provides some evidence for this interpretation. Given that network integration in the current study 541 increased with task demand and was driven by the hemisphere less engaged by younger adults, the 542 link between more widespread connectivity and WM performance provides further support for the 543 compensatory interpretation of both CRUNCH and HAROLD (Park and has not been studied, but a recent analysis suggests these measures are largely decoupled (Morcom 554 and Henson, 2018). In a recent definition of compensation, we have outlined the possibility that 555 functional compensation in older adults reflects not simply the same cognitive process extended to new 556 cortex, but the recruitment of additional cognitive processes not utilized in younger adults (Cabeza et 557 al., 2018) . Thus, the finding that successful performance in older adults relies on greater integration 558 suggests that this group may rely on a more distributed set of cues (or a more flexible cognitive 559 strategy) to perform the same task as younger adults. 560 561 Second, age-related increase in network integration was driven by increases in right hemispheric 565 connectivity to both left and right cortical regions. Lastly, older adults with higher working memory 566 capacity demonstrated significantly higher levels of network integration in the most difficult condition. 567
The findings are generally consistent with two popular theories regarding age effects on brain function, 568 CRUNCH and HAROLD, as well as with the compensatory interpretation of these effects, while also 569 extending the evidence for these theories from univariate activity to network architecture. 570
